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6. Coming to the instant case, as observed by the Tribunal, the petitioner did
not spell out the points on which he proposed to cross-examine the witnesses and
which of them were related to the applicant-respondent. The prayer to our mind
was vague and omnibus and the Tribunal did not commit it any error in rejecting
such an application. As observed above, opportunity of cross-examination can not
be claimed as a matter of right. The party is required to satisfy the Tribunal that it
is necessary to summon witness in the interest of justice for cross-examination.”

6. Coming to the facts of the present case, it is noticed that the aforesaid
aspect would not apply as the same relates to the powers of the Rent Tribunal and
is not in relation to the executing proceedings and the learned Executing Court is
required to strictly follow the CPC in terms thereto and Section 47 CPC proceedings
have to be thus in terms of the procedure laid down under CPC. If the High Court
has already allowed the parties to adduce evidence by affidavits and documents,
necessarily it would also include examination of witnesses with relation to the
documents which may have been produced or even otherwise.

7. Accordingly, this Court finds that the order impugned dated 14.03.2019
is erroneous and learned Executing Court has committed jurisdictional error.

8. Consequently, the writ petition is allowed. The order impugned dated
14.03.2019 is quashed & set aside. The respective parties shall be free to cross-
examine the witnesses. It is further directed that the execution proceedings shall
be positively completed within a period of three months henceforth.
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(i)  Record of rights - Unauthorized occupants have no right to seek
an entry in Record of Rights and any entry which is unlawfully made is
liable to be deleted. (Para 10)

(ii)  Revenue entries - Respondents claimed to be in possession of suit
property as tenants - Land Tribunal as well as Assistant Commissioner after
due enquiry have rejected their claims on two separate occasions - Claim to
be in possession by way of construction of house and not as agriculturists
cannot be accepted after failing in all attempts to claim possession as tenant.

(Para 6)
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JUDGMENT

Mohan M.Shantanagoudar, J. - The judgment dated 14.11.2007 passed
by the Division Bench of the High Court of Karnataka at Bangalore in Writ Appeal
No.984 of 2007 is called into question in this appeal.


